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Guide
A set of cards providing facts and figures about rocks and
minerals.
A fantastic selection of dragon stories from all over the world,
gorgeously illustrated by Khoa Le, and starring a wide variety
of dragons. Here you will find four dragons from China who
save their country, alongside a dragon whose tears cause
tulips to bloom, and a reluctant dragon who refuses to fight -even when St. George comes to town. Part of Usborne's
Illustrated Story Collections. Perfect for sharing or reading
alone. A wonderful addition to the family bookshelf and a gift
to be treasured.
This children's guide to rock collecting includes a beginner's
introduction to geology, an identification section for 75 types
of common and collectible rocks and minerals, and a "how to"
section.
* Be inspired by 12 children from around the world spreading
kindness with acts of everyday activism in this non-fiction
picture book * Read their stories, and discover how they
became campaigners for kindness* Meet 9-year-old Katie
from the US, growing fruit and vegetables to feed people in
need; 15-year-old Christopher and Reece raising awareness
of mental health through swimathons; 9 year old Winter
Vincent from Australia, fundraising for water filters* Features
practical back matter on how to help, with simple steps to
inspire young readers to take action at home and at school
This book shows how to identify rocks, minerals, and fossils
from around the world.
This book has lots and lots of activities to do outdoors,
wherever you are or whatever the weather - by the sea or on
a riverbank, in the woods, in your garden, when it's sunny or
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raining, or even at night. Activities include making a shelter
from branches and leaves, going on a nighttime nature walk,
marking out trails to follow, making your own map, exploring a
rock pool, and even cooking on a campfire.
This exquisite volume--at once a gorgeous art book and a
nature guide--presents more than 200 exceptional stones
from around the world and describes the fascinating natural
processes that produced them. Art lovers and beachcombing
spirits everywhere will cherish this gift book.

Traditional fold stories, myths, and fables to encourage
children to learn about different cultures.
Find out about birds and how they live. Get to know them
by their colours, their feathers, their beaks, their feet,
their nests and their eggs.
Earth's rocks and minerals are incredibly varied, but they
have many features in common. This book explores the
main types of rocks, looking at their characteristics,
properties, and uses.
Introduces minerals, discussing how they are formed,
where they are found, and their properties and uses.
A beginner's field guide to North American geology
identifies common rocks, minerals, gems, fossils, and
land formations.
This book tells you how to recognize some of the rocks,
minerals and fossils that you will find.
Hidden in plain sight along every shoreline is the beauty
of a smooth pebble. These amazing consequences of
wind, sea and time all tell stories of our landscapes. In
this spirited guide to pebbles, richly illustrated
throughout, passionate geologist and pebble spotter
Clive J. Mitchell gives practical advice on how to identify
40 pebbles and where to find them, making a trip to the
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beach or riverbank all the more interesting. From the
humble flint, to feldspar veins, spotted slates,
serpentinite, granite ovoids and the holy grail of pebble
hunting, the rare rhomb porphyry (with distinctive
diamond-shaped crystals nestled in dark-brown rock).
The book includes a space to ruminate on your own
findings, taking note of the treasures that you pick up
along the way. The Pebble Spotter’s Guide is the
perfect introduction to everything you didn’t know there
was to know about the mindful pleasure of pebble
spotting. Simply sit on a beach or next to a stream for 10
minutes and find amazing treasures at your feet; there is
much to find.
Keep this tabbed booklet close at hand on your next rockhunting adventure. Based on Dan and Bob Lynch's bestselling field guides and featuring 60 of the most common
rocks and minerals in the country, the booklet is organized by
rocks/minerals and then by general appearance for quick and
easy identification. Narrow your choices by appearance, and
view just a few specimens at a time. The pocket-sized format
is much easier to use than laminated foldouts, and the
waterproof and tear-resistant pages help to make the book
durable in the field.
These brand new cards in the Spotter's Guide series are
perfect for spotters both young and old. Also features clear
and detailed illustrations and a rocks and fossils glossary.
The pocket-sized cards make an easy, convenient and
informative companion for country walks and outdoor
excursions.
2009 recipient of the Geological Association of Canada Neale
Medal Have you ever been walking at the beach and
wondered what that pebble or rock is, or do you ever wonder
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what stories rocks tell? If so, then this is the guide for you.
The Field Guide to the Identification of Pebbles , a full colour,
laminated, accordion folded, easy to use guide with over 80
beautiful photographs of pebbles from beaches and rivers.
Use the photos to identify over 28 different types of rocks and
minerals. A great resource for Earth Science curriculum units
in schools, the short text deals with how rocks form and how
to tell if a rock is igneous, sedimentary or metamorphic. It also
provides some fun facts about minerals in our daily lives.
Some children fight sleep with all their might. And we can see
why - it is so exciting to be awake! But nobody can live
without sleep, which is why we've created this bedtime ABC,
a book with the power to have everyone nodding off long
before the alphabet ends. It never fails. Some people begin to
yawn by the letter 'B'; others go out like a light at 'P'. Almost
all arrive at the 'S' page already snoring. Even the title of the
book fell asleep.
Features tips on observing the heavens and presents facts on
the constellations, stars, planets, comets, asteroids, meteors,
eclipses, and artificial satellites.
Ideal field guides for both children and adults.
Aids in the collection and recognition of over eighty-five rocks
and minerals, providing information on their appearance,
properties, and natural locations

This detailed and easy-to-use guide contains striking
photography of rocks and minerals from around the
globe, and is designed to help readers and collectors
identify specimens of these compounds, which are
formed by geological processes in the earth's crust.
Useful for beginners and serious collectors alike, this
handy volume features special color photography of
specimens from the Natural History Museum in London,
which holds one of the largest collections in the world.
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•Beautiful color photographs •Comprehensive, up-todate information •Suitable for serious collectors and
those new to the field •Special photography of unique
specimens from the Natural History Museum in London
Simple descriptions and black-and-white illustrations of
more than 70 different rocks and minerals help rock
hounds and trail enthusiasts tell the difference between
fool's gold and the real thing, between sandstone and
limestone.
This title includes a pad bursting with vibrantly illustrated
puzzles and pencil games to test the brainpower of
children and adults alike. It provides over 180 brain
teasing puzzles will sort the boffins from the buffoons by
testing their observation, memory, arithmetic, logic and
word skills.
A field guide identifying over eighty rocks, minerals, and
fossils offers information on their appearance, properties,
and natural locations.
No Marketing Blurb
This novel of love in the world of 1950s vaudeville is a
masterwork of literary magic from the Booker Prizewinning author of Last Orders and Mothering Sunday It is
1959 in Brighton, England, and the theater at the end of
the famous pier is having its best summer season in
years. Ronnie, a brilliant young magician, and Evie, his
dazzling assistant, are top of the bill, drawing a full house
every night. And Jack is everyone’s favorite master of
ceremonies, holding the whole show together. But as the
summer progresses, the drama among the three begins
to overshadow their success onstage, setting in motion
events that will reshape their lives. Vividly realized,
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tenderly comic, and quietly shattering, Here We Are is a
masterly work of literary magic.
Why do we pick up pebbles on the beach? What is it we
see in them, and why do we take them home to display
on our shelves? Is it their inherent beauty, their infinite
variation, or simply their associations with a happy time
and place? In this book - part social history and part
practical guide - writer and pebble collector Christopher
Stocks unearths the sometimes surprising story of our
love-affair with pebbles, and considers how the way we
see them today has been influenced over the years by
artists, authors and even archaeologists. Printmaker
Angie Lewin is widely admired for her alluringly stylish
images of the natural world. She celebrates the
experience of walking and sketching along the British
coastline, often incorporating pebbles in her limited
edition prints and paintings. Many of these feature in the
book alongside a series of new images.
A comprehensive, illustrated identification guide for beginners
and serious collectors alike, featuring special color
photography of specimens held at the Natural History
Museum, London. Rocks and minerals are naturally occurring
compounds formed by intense geological processes in the
Earth's crust such as volcanic eruptions. With striking color
photography of rocks and minerals from around the globe,
this detailed and easy-to-use guide is designed to help
readers identify specimens and begin collecting. Fully factchecked by the Department of Mineralogy at the Natural
History Museum, London, this guide will give you geological
knowledge at your fingertips.
Battle fearsome beasts and fight evil with Tom and Elenna in
the bestselling adventure series for boys and girls aged 7 and
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up. The Dark Wizard Malvel is using ancient magic to
summon four Beasts from the Netherworld! First, Tom and
Elenna must tackle Grymon, a Beast that can claw its way
through solid earth... There are FOUR thrilling adventures to
collect in this series - don't miss out! Grymon the Biting
Horror; Skrar the Night Scavenger; Tarantix the Bone Spider
and Lypida the Shadow Fiend. If you like Beast Quest, check
out Adam Blade's other series: Team Hero, Sea Quest and
Beast Quest: New Blood!
This is a book about the simple pleasure of pebble spotting.
Clarence Ellis is a charming, knowledgeable and witty guide
to everything you didn't know there was to know about
pebbles. He ruminates on what a pebble actually is, before
showing us how they are formed, advising on the best pebblespotting grounds in the UK, helping to identify individual
stones, and giving tips on the necessary kit. You'll know your
chert from your schist, your onyx from your agate, and will be
on your guard for artificial intruders before you know it.
Understanding the humble pebble makes a trip to the beach,
lake-side or river bank simply that little bit more fascinating.
Stephenson's volume is a wonderful resource for parents
seeking thoughtful, sound advice on raising well-grounded
children in a chaotic world. Presenting Montessori principles
in clear and eloquent prose, Stephenson's legacy will be a
tremendous service to generations of parents to come.
-Angeline Lillard, PhD, Professor of Psychology, U. of
Virginia, author of Montessori, The Science behind the
Genius
Learn how to spot your favourite animals, insects, birds, and
plants! This guide book will show you where to look for over
250 different species. Britain and Northern Europe are
brimming with wildlife and interesting plants waiting to be
discovered! This nature book for children will open up their
eyes to the magical world around them and encourage them
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to become real nature experts. Nature Spotter (previously
known as the Book of British Nature) is a wildlife
encyclopedia and perfect for curious children aged 7-9 years
old. Inside this pages of this nature book you'll discover: Guidance for readers on exploring the world around them in
an environmentally friendly way - Stunning photography,
dynamic designs and beautiful illustrations on every page Feature boxes with information on both how to be a wildlife
spotter, as well as details on animal habitats, providing indepth information What birds can you hear right now? What
trees are growing at your school? Where do badgers hide
during the daytime? Nature is bustling everywhere and all we
need to do is open our eyes and ears to see the wonderful
wild world that surrounds us. This fun and colourful field guide
points out all the different species that can be found in Britain
and Northern Europe; how they live, what they eat, and how
to identify them. Little nature spotters will be delighted to
discover animals that live in town, on the coast, in freshwater,
and fields. Learning the distinct characteristics of each
creature and then identifying them will become a source of
fun and learning when at home and travelling!
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